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Dapoli Nagar panchayat -Dapoli 

Campaign to Ban on Plastic Carry Bags 
  

 One of the most acute problems in development of a town or a village is management 

of solid waste. Day by day this is getting worse and causing lot of hindrance in 

implementation of various developmental projects. This problem is so acute that at present 

there is no viable solution to solve it nor there is any alternative available. The Nagar 

panchayat is making all efforts to collect and dispose the waste like plastic, vegetable waste, 

steel, glass, wooden and biological waste. But due to shortage of manpower, it is getting 

difficult to collect it and dump it at a safer place. As a result, the waste gets decomposed 

which is disastrous for the health of the public and it also spreads an off smell and gives a 

very dirty look to the town.  

 On taking over the reins of Chief Officer, Dapoli nagarpanchayat on 5
th
 Aug. 2010, I 

priotorized to address this issue of solid waste management. In Dapoli town itself about 5-6 

tonnes of solid waste is collected of which about 2 tonnes of waste is decomposable/recycle 

able. The main hurdle in recycling the solid waste is the plastic carry bags. To eradicate the 

plastic bags, a special drive was undertaken under the leadership and my guidance with the 

co operation of President, Councillors, Employees of Nagar panchayat, Sub-divisional 

Officer, Tehsildar, PI, NSS volunteers of colleges, voluntary organizations and in general 

the public participation was encouraged. Due to the concerted efforts of all from 15
th
 Aug. 

2010, the use of plastic carry bags of less than 50 microns was banned. The public and the 

traders responded to the initiative of the panchayat and nearly 10 tonnes of plastic carry 

bags were collected in a single day on 15
th
 Aug. 2010.  

 To garner more support for this drive and to widen its scope, a meeting of all the 

traders was arranged on 18/8/2010 at the Radhakrishna Mandir, Dapoli. During this, a film 

depicting how the use plastic is detrimental for human health, animal health, water 

resources and the environment was screened. It was also emphasised during the meet that 

the Maharashtra Govt. has already issued a resolution to ban plastic carry bags of less than 

50 microns. Merely banning of plastic bags is not going to solve the issue; a viable option 

also needs to be given. And accordingly, bags made out of old sarees (Jusapi) and paper 

bags could be an alternative. These alternatives are cheaper to the plastic carry bags. The 

panchayat also educated the local vegetable and fruit vendors by narrating the importance of 

ban for about 1-1 ½ hr daily for a week and until and unless their mindset was changed. 

This brought a desired change and now the Dapoli town is cent percent free of plastic bags.  
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 A fortnight from 15
th
 Aug. To 31

st
 Aug. 2010 was celebrated to educate the masses 

and public in general about the ban on plastic carry bags with less than 50 microns. The 

participation of Nagar panchayat, Taluka administration, voluntary organizations, traders 

and students from all the local colleges participated in this drive against use of plastic carry 

bags by organizing Road shows, elocution, essays, slogans competition and a Maharally for 

catching the attention of public for awareness. This helped in bringing an effective change 

in the mindset of public for use of plastic carry bags. A survey on 6
th
 Sept. 2010 was carried 

out with the help of students of Varadkar- Belose College by 300 students to find out the 

quantum of use of plastic carry bags through well framed questionnaire to collect the 

information. It revealed that in Dapoli alone, 1 tonne plastic carry bags are being produced 

as a waste daily.  

 When a ban is supposed to be effective it is imperative to provide an alternative. This 

was duly taken care of cloth and paper bags were got prepared from self help groups which 

were provided with news paper free of cost by the Nagar panchayat. As a result, the self 

help group without any investment raised their daily income by Rs. 4000/-. Because an 

alternative was provided, the ban on these bags proved to be effective. This not only has 

helped the self help group in raising their income but has also saved the expenses of the 

traders on carry bags up to Rs 150-200/ day. In this entire Massive drive, tremendous 

support was extended by SDO, Tehsildar, President, Councillor, Employees of Govt. 

Offices, Colleges and local traders. To ensure that no traders is making use of carry bags 

task forces in different localities were placed who oversaw that this ban is effective and 

availability of cloth/ paper bags was ample. The fortnight proved to be effective and 

revolutionary in total ban on use of carry bags. This is in true sense could be termed as 

AUGUST REVOLUTION(AGUST KRANTI) of post independence as far as the history of 

Dapoli is concerned for total eradication of plastic carry bags.  

 Besides this, the Nagar panchayat introduced the bell vehicles to collect the city 

waste. Proper planning in the movement of those vehicles was necessary. And accordingly, 

every evening a special vehicle which collected the waste from hotels and vegetable 

vendors was introduced. This waste is deposited in a Bio-methanation unit of the Nagar 

panchayat from which gas is being produced. The three belled vehicles in the morning 

responsible for collecting house hold wastes from which plastic/ non degradable waste is 

separated and crushed in plastic crush machinery purchased by Nagar panchayat at a cost of 

Rs. 2.5-3.0 lakhs. This machine runs on a 3 hp motor requires 100 sq. ft. space. The bio gas 
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produced from waste is utilized to fuel this machine. The machine yields plastic pieces of   

1-2 inches which fetches Rs. 20/- per kg as market price. This yields in revenue generation 

for the Nagar panchayat of Rs. 1to 1.5 lakh and has a benefit of recycling as well. As a part 

of this drive all the traders were given away a certificate and a letter thanks for not using 

plastic carry bags of 50 microns or less and kitkat bags. This has resulted in not only ban on 

bags < 50 microns as per Govt. resolution but even more than 50 microns or a total ban on 

plastic bags since 9/8/2011.  

 The success of this drive is an all out concerted effort and has the co-operation of 

taluka administration, Dr. B.S. Konkan Krishi Vidyapeeth, all colleges, traders, volunteers, 

media personnel and the Nagar panchayat. Change in the mindset of not using plastic carry 

bags and a constant watch on its ban has proved to be beneficial for effective ban. Dapoli 

panchayat has not only educated the users but has also effectively implemented the ban and 

made available an alternative has helped in keeping the city cleaner which is seemingly 

effective to the public and help in eradicating use of plastic bags.  

EFFECT OF PLASTIC FREE DAPOLI 

 As an effect of this drive in Dapoli city this ban has spread to the rural Dapoli taluka 

and is gaining ground. Many of the village panchayats are taking a leaf out of it banning 

plastic carry bags in the villages. Drawing inspiration from Dapoli villages panchayat. 

Rajapur Municipality has implemented the ban under the guidance from Dapoli 

nagarpanchayat from 26/7/2011for that I held meeting of traders and office bearers at 

Rajapur Municipality . When additional charge of Khed Municipality was with me, I held 

meetings of traders and office bearers to implement the ban effectively in Khed. And from 

9
th
 Aug. 2011 even Khed Municipality has effected 100% ban. Taking a cue from Dapoli 

other Municipalities not only in Ratnagiri District but from the entire state are coming 

forward and seeking advice to implement such a ban in the respective panchayats. This is 

certainly bringing a positive shift in the mindset of the people.  

OBJECTIVES OF THE CAMPATIGN 

1. To bring the Dapoli city waste to zero level.  

2. Complete ban on plastic bags. Separation of non-degradable plastic from waste and 

to bring the level of plastics to zero in waste.  

3. To convert the solid waste into compost as a source of revenue.  

4. To recycle the plastic waste and use it as a source of income.  

5. To add to the beauty of Dapoli city, cleaner and better environment.  
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6. Joag river of Dapoli to be made free of plastic.  

7. Collection of waste daily to ensure the health of public in general and also the 

workers who are involved in this cleaning work.  

8. To increase the participation of various organizations, institutes in the campaigns. 

Awareness increased by participation and celebrating festivals.  

IMPORTANT MILESTONES OF THE CAMPAIGN  

1. A meeting convened at Sub-Divisional office on 6
th
 Aug. 2010 SDM, Tehsildar, CO 

Nagar panchayat, voluntary organizations, NSS Co-ordinators of all the colleges 

were present.  

2. Ban plastic carry bags of 50 microns or less campaign began on 15
th
 Aug. 2010. 

About 10 tonnes of plastic carry bags confiscated.  

3. A meeting of traders convened on 18/8/2010 when an appeal of not to use plastic 

carry bags instead Jusapi and paper bags made available through self help groups.  

4. Cleanliness of the otherwise filthy fish market by ‘shramdaan’ in this programme the 

President, all the Councillors, CO, employers participated on 25/8/2010.  

5. A drive arranged on 29/8/2010 in which Agricultural University NSS and NCC 

volunteers 400 in number along with staff of Nagar panchayat under took a massive 

programme of cleaning the city and creating awareness.  

6. A people’s participation week through various events like Road shows, elocution, 

slogan, and essay competitions, organizing a Maharally for awareness was celebrated 

during the entire week from 25/8/2010 to 31/8/2010 by Nagar panchayat, Taluka 

administration and voluntary organizations.  

7. Deployment of task forces comprising of CO his staff of Nagar panchayat to ensure 

that the shops have imposed a total ban on use of plastics.  

8. Through a survey conducted on 6/9/2010 it was revealed that the alternative provided 

to plastic bags in the form of paper bags could replace nearly 1 tonne daily of plastic 

carry bags and an increased income of Rs. 4000/- per day through employment.  

9. Planted 35 aromatic plants in the vicinity of fish market on 10/9/2010 where a 

Biomethenation project is placed. This has helped in removing the filthy fish odour 

in the premises. 

10. A ruling on 26/9/2010 was passed and it was decided to act strictly against those who 

dirty the public places. Special task forces deployed to keep a watch at strategic 

places and to catch hold of the people who indulge in this act. Complaints were 
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registered against the culprits who were fined Rs. 500/-. After which about a dozen 

of them have been fined in the last year. This has helped in bringing down to zero 

level the waste at public places.  

11. The Dapoli Nagar panchayat from 27/9/2010 onwards have implemented ECO 

friendly waste management. In this the plastic waste is separated from the waste 

which can be degraded. The un-degradable plastic is collected and sent for recycling.  

12. In all the schools and colleges a drive was initiated on 10/12/2010 to ban plastic 

carry bags. The response is overwhelming.  

13. The traders, vendors and shopkeepers have been advised to keep their shop and 

premises clean, because individual cleanliness will lead to public area also cleaner. 

This has helped in lesser workload on the workers and labourers whose services can 

be utilized for continuous maintenance and cleanliness of the city.  

14. Dapoli celebrates the last week of year from 25
th
 Dec. To 1

st
 Jan. as Agro Tourism 

week since least two years a message with the help of students of college of 

Agriculture is spread of not to use plastic carry bags. This message is being carried to 

all the different parts of the State from where the tourists throng to Dapoli during the 

year end.  

15. A total ban on plastic bags of 50 microns or less and kitkat bags from 9/8/2011.  

16. A traditional haldi-kukum programme was organized for ladies on 29/1/2011 when 

the ban on plastic carry bags message was spread and about 1500 cloth bags were 

distributed among the ladies. Similar such programmed again on 27/1/2012 were 

about 2000 cloth bags were distributed for promoting its use. Many organizations are 

following this suit as a result this drive is being further strengthened.  

ENCOURAGEMENT AND SUPPORT  

1. Hon. Bhaskarrao Jadhav, Guardian Minister, Ratnagiri District and Urban 

Development State Minister (MS)  

2. Hon. Suryakantji Dalvi, MLA, Dapoli Mandangad Teshil.  

3. Hon. Dr. Vijay Mehta, Vice-Chancellor, Dr. B.S. Konkan Krishi Vidyapeeth, Dapoli  

4. Hon. Madhukarrao Gaikwad, Collector, Ratnagiri District.  

5. Hon. Suresh Mengde, Addl. Police Superintendent, Ratnagiri  

FORCE BEHIND THE CAMAIGN       

1. Shri. Ramdas Kokare CO Dapoli Nagar panchayat 

2. Mrs. Priyanka Amrute, President, Dapoli Nagar panchayat  
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3. All the Councillors of the Dapoli Nagar panchayat  

4. Staff and employers of Dapoli Nagar panchayat  

CO-OPERATION FOR THE CAMPAIGN 

1. Shri. Mangesh Joshi, Sub-Divisional Officer, Dapoli  

2. Shri. Yuvraj Bangar, Tehsildar, Dapoli  

3. Shri. Prashant Paranjape, Chairman, Confederation of voluntary organisation, Dapoli  

4. Traders and people of Dapoli  

5. NCC, NSS volunteers, Green corps and staff of Agricultural University.  

PUBLICITY  

 An interview on AIR in ‘DILKHULAS’ aired on 12
th
 and 13

th
 May 2011 from AIR 

Mumbai helping to take the message of banning use of plastic carry bags.  

 All the news papers of the District, Z-24 taas, Star Mazha, Saam channels carried out 

the publicity of this campaign.  

CONSTRATNTS  

 There are difficulties encountered in banning in use of plastic bags in especially 

grocery items, bakery and plastic covers in sweet meats packing. And also in meat and fish 

carriage.  

 Though Govt. has banned use of plastic carry bags below 50 microns, a total ban on 

plastics would be useful and necessary. In an ideal situation a ban may be imposed on its 

source i.e. manufacturing units.   

FUTURE STRATEGIES 

1. Purchasing a plastic crusher, separation of plastics from waste crusting it into pieces 

and recycling.  

2. Advanced project erecting for composting.  

3. Zero plastics in the environment.  

4. Implementation of a continuous campaign with people’s participation.  

5. Development of underground drainage system.  

6. Establishing  Tourism information centers.  

7. Identifying water resources and to plan alternative water storage ponds.  

 

(Ramdas T. Kokare) 

Chief Officer 

Dapoli Nagarpanchayat, Dapoli 
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Ambitious projects implemented during 2010-11 

Dapoli Nagar panchayat 
 

1. Ban on plastic carry bags successfully implemented, the Dapoli city is free of plastic 

bags.  

2. Ban on unauthorized posters and banners.  

3. Upcoming housing complexes and buildings have been compelled to make 

provisions for sewage water treatment and processing. 40,000 liters of sewage water 

has been treated processed and utilized for irrigation of the plants/ trees in the 

premises. By May 2012 a target of 2.00 lakhs liters of drainage water would be 

treated and processed.  

4. Erection of biogas plant completed and 30 kw electricity is being produced from it.  

5. A subsidy/ grants of Rs. 35.19 lakhs received from Ministry of Renewable sources of 

Energy, GOI for Solar-wind erection project. This is expected to yield 23 kw 

electricity which is sufficient to cater the electricity needs of Dapoli Nagar 

panchayat. The panchayat’s share in this project is Rs. 11.40 lakhs.  

6. To bring down the waste to zero level and to make Dapoli totally free of waste.  

7. Under green Dapoli 2011 campaign, 3500 trees have been planted and nurtured by 

the staff of Nagar panchayat.    

8. An administrative building of Dapoli Nagar panchayat has been constructed with all 

the facilities. 

9. Nearly Rs. 1 crore have been utilized for development and construction of roads.  

10. Constellation garden has been raised in front of old church of archaeological 

importance and the premises have been decorated.    

 

 

 

(Ramdas T. Kokare) 

Chief Officer 

Dapoli Nagarpanchayat, Dapoli 

 


